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THE CENTRED LOGIC OF A ‘FEMINIST’ (”anti-racist” anarchist) MALE

>"I love that you are *________, but why do you have to be so §_________ ?"
* caring, § sensitive

* analytical, § careful
* politically active, § busy

* a strong woman, § opinionated
* politicised, § serious

* a feminist, § angry
* not white, § caught up in that stuff

>"I love it that I can tell you everything I’m thinking” (whilst not listening to things i say/think)

>"I’m making jokes because that is what i would want to hear if i was grieving/depressed/assaulted"
>"Yes that is what i do when we have sex, but what has that got to do with anything else?"
>“You triggered me by telling your best friend what happened, ‘cos now i can’t be comfortable at hardcore shows 
he might be at”
>"I like black women because they have big lips and big asses"
(and when i tried to say that was problematic/racist/a generalisation/etc)
"but i didn't mean it like that. you don't understand what i'm saying" (which invalidated what i said, and silenced 
any further input)
>when i am trying to talk about MY experience of being racialised, i am silenced by: 
"i know what it's like because i tan really dark in summer"
"people often think i'm middle eastern because i have a beard"
(and later) "i got a nod of recognition by a sikh guy today, i told you i look dark"
when asked about if he had any non-white friends before/except for me, "no but i had a crush on a nigerian girl i 
worked with" (when people can’t understand why it’s insulting to be hypersexualised due to my race, but that i 
probably wouldn’t qualify to be their friend) 

DISCLAIMER: These things may not be problematic on their own, especially if people are open to 
discussing or thinking about the origin and the consequences of these statements/motivations...
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